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Full Name:

_________________________

Primary School: _________________________

Subjects at Secondary school
As you prepare for Secondary school, the
teachers at Lord Lawson thought you might like to
try out a few tasks ready for lessons in
September!

This Student workbook can be used both at home
or in school and we hope you enjoy answering the
different subject tasks. Just try as many as you
can, but don’t worry if you can’t do them all.

When you have completed any of the tasks, we
would love to see what you have achieved.
Any work/photos can be sent to:
transition@lordlawson.org.uk or you can post
your work to :
Mrs A. Jacobson (Transition Teacher)
Lord Lawson of Beamish Academy
Birtley Lane,
Birtley
County Durham
DH3 2LP
Remember to clearly write/type your name and
your Primary school name on any work you send
to us.
Please return by Friday 17th July.

English Transition Tasks

A History of Me in Ten Objects
We are really looking forward to meeting you all and the English Department
thought that this would be an excellent way to get you to share a little bit more
about yourself.
The task is this:
Choose ten objects that tell us something about you, your life, your family, your
hobbies, your hopes and dreams.

Choose an object

Explain why you
have chosen it

You could

• Write a sentence to say what is it and describe it
• You could take a photo or draw a picture of it too.

• Why is this object special or important?
• What does it tell us about you?
• Tell us the story behind the object: when did you get it?
• Any other interesting things about it that you'd like us to
know.

You can choose how to organise your work. Be as creative as you like! Here are
some ideas:
•

A poster

•
•
•

An essay
A booklet
You could record yourself talking about the objects while you show them
to your audience

•

A PowerPoint presentation

The only thing your work must include is some writing (or speaking) about the
objects which explains why you’ve chosen them. This work can’t just be pictures!
And, of course, it needs to have your name on it!
Some ideas for the kinds of things you might choose:
A photo

A book

Food!

A toy

A musical
instrument

A pet? (Is a pet
an object?)

An item of
clothing
A piece of music
or song you like
Something you’ve
made you’re proud
of

A souvenir from a
trip
A piece of
jewellery
A certificate

I’ve done my first three as examples that might help you:

A History of Ms Beck in Ten Objects
My Lonely Planet guide to Russia (from 1999!)
After I finished my A-levels, I studied English
Literature and Russian at the University of Glasgow.
As part of my course I had to spend a year living and
studying in Russia. This guidebook was indispensable
when I was living in Russia in the time before the
internet! It had maps of the cities we visited and
recommendations for places to stay when we went
travelling. I don’t think I’d have survived without it.
This book looks very battered now because it was so
well used, and it reminds me of an exciting time in my
life when I had lots of fun and lots of adventures!

A beautiful quilt that my Aunty Brenda made me.
My Aunty Brenda made this quilt as a wedding present for me.
She was always brilliant at sewing and even made her
daughter-in-law’s wedding dress – she was that good! The quilt
is beautiful and is made from lots of different blue fabrics
and on the inside, there is an embroidered message.
We spent lots of time with my Aunty Brenda and Uncle Bob
and my cousins, Helen and Andrew, when I was growing up and
I loved going there during the holidays because Aunty Brenda
always made the most amazing teas on a Sunday afternoon
with pies and cakes and trifles. They were tremendous.
This is extra special because my lovely Aunty Brenda died two years ago. I still
miss her lots and this quilt is important to me because I know she was making it
when she wasn’t very well. We keep this quilt on a chair by the big window that
overlooks our garden.

One of my favourite photos
There are many reasons why this photo is special to me. Firstly, the photo was
taken on Beadnell beach in Northumberland: one of my
most favourite places! Secondly, the photo is of my
husband, Ben, and our first dog, Lizzy. We got Lizzy in
2007. She was a retired racing greyhound and such a
character! Ben and I had wanted a dog for ages and
getting her was the best decision we ever made! She died
in 2017 and we were heartbroken. Lastly, after Lizzy
died our house felt so sad and empty without a dog, that we got a new
greyhound, Spook. If you look closely at the bottom corner, you might
be able to see where it’s been chewed… This is where Spook got hold of
it one day after it fell on the floor. We joke about how it looks like he
chewed it because he was jealous of how much we loved Lizzy!
This is Spook. He is a very
different dog to Lizzy.
He’s really funny and a big softie!

Maths Transition Tasks
Hi Year 6, here are some maths puzzles for you to work through before you get
to Lord Lawson.

Number Puzzles

Modern Foreign Language Transition Tasks
Cognates: words which look like English words
Many words in English are actually words which are taken from another
language.
A. Look at the words in the box and circle the ones you think are also words in a
different language.
EXTENSION: name the language
Example: croissant - French

croissant
paella
fruit

rucksack

garage

Kindergarten
bungalow
café
mousse

hotel

active
blitz

Taxi
teeth

hamburger
baguette
pizza

orange
khaki

cinema

Some words are not exactly the same, but so similar, it is easy to guess the
meaning
A. Write down the meaning of these German words without looking anything
up
1. Musik =
2. Klasse =
3. Glas =
4. Familie =
5. Schwimmen =

6. interessant =
7. Supermarkt =
8. Handball =
9. blau =
10. Schokolade =

BONUS QUESTION: Question 6 and 9 are different
Can you spot the difference and explain why this is?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B. Write down the meaning of these French words without looking anything
up
1. hôpital =

6. amusant =

2. fantastique =

7. histoire

3. grand =

8. blond =

4. lampe =

9. bleu =

5. sportif =

10. timide =

BONUS QUESTION: Which one of these is also a school subject?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C. BEWARE! However, there are some words which look like English words,
but actually mean something different. We call these words ‘FALSE
FRIENDS’.
Match up these false friends with the English meaning which are in the
circle below
German:

French:

1. Land =

1. grand =

2. bekommen =

2. poisson =

3. Pause =

3. rester =

4. bald =

4. travail =

5. Gymnasium =

5. journée =
soon

to get

grammar school
big
work

day

country
breaktime
fish to stay

D. Finally, have a go at translating these phrases. It is worth trying to say
them out loud first.
German: 1. Ich hasse Tennis =

ich - I

4. Es ist gut =

French: 1. Le college est grand =
3.J’adore les maths =
5.Le film est amusant =

2. Das ist mein Haus

3. Wir trinken Cola =

5. Die Musik ist laut =
2. Un crayon bleu =
4. Je déteste le foot =

je / j’
=I

Geography Transition Tasks

one of the activities to complete.

Try to label them
correctly from memory!

Art Transition Tasks
Choose one of the art activities to complete.

Activity 1.
Recreate the Angel of the North using any media or materials you have available. This
could be pencils, paints, collage, digital drawing, Lego model, biscuits, junk modelling or
anything you can find around the house of garden. We want you to be as creative and
imaginative as possible. Think outside the box! These are some amazing recreations
that have been produced by our KS3 students which might help to inspire you.

Activity 2.
Be inspired by the work of pavement artist, David Zinn. Watch this video
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/world-us-canada-52913521/david-zinn-streetart-that-washes-away-in-the-rain
David’s temporary street drawings are composed entirely of chalk, charcoal and
found objects. He makes them on location, using features such as drain covers,
cracks in the pavement or bollards as his starting point. His most frequent
characters are Sluggo (a bright green monster with stalk eyes and) and Philomena
(a flying pig.)
Have a look in your garden, yard, drive, the pavement outside your house or the
walls around your house. Is there a feature you could incorporate into a drawing?
Could you design a monster or creature that might live secretly in that
environment? Use chalk to create your drawing. If you don’t have any, you could
do it on paper instead.

Performing Arts Transition Tasks
Dear Year 6, when you join Lord Lawson in September you will study Performing Arts and
Music. You will have one lesson of Performing Arts every week, Performing Arts is a creative
combination of four disciplines Dance, Drama, Music and Media. You will also have one
lesson of Music every fortnight. There are many extra- curricular Performing Arts
opportunities for you to participate in including Orchestra, Dance Club, Vocalise, Drama
Club and Performers.
From September members of Performers will be working towards the 2021 Academy
Production Les Miserables. If you would like to be involved in the production all you have to
do is join the Performers team, you will receive more information in September.

Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
Lord Lawson of Beamish Academy Production October 2019

Mary Poppins Junior
Lord Lawson of Beamish Academy, March 2019

We hope you enjoy the Performing Arts and Music Transition Tasks attached.

Task 1: Performing Arts - Mary Poppins
In September your first Performing Arts scheme of work project will be Mary Poppins.
Mary Poppins Junior was our first Academy Production of 2019.
Did you visit Lord Lawson to watch our Mary Poppins Junior Production?
If so, what can you remember about the Production? (consider set, costume, characters,
musical numbers, drama scenes etc)
In the opening scene of Mary Poppins, characters Jane and Michael Banks write a
newspaper advertisement which explains what they wish for in a ‘Perfect Nanny’.
Watch a Performance of the scene from the original 1964 film by following the link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNTzp9grp2Q
Perfect Nanny Lyrics:
Jane Banks: [Spoken]
Wanted a nanny for two adorable children
If you want this choice position
Have a cheery disposition
Rosy cheeks, no warts!
Play games, all sort
You must be kind, you must be witty
Very sweet and fairly pretty
Take us on outings, give us treats
Sing songs, bring sweets
We won't hide your spectacles
So you can't see
Put toads in your bed
Or pepper in your tea
Hurry, Nanny!
Many thanks
Sincerely, Jane and Michael Banks
Task- Perfect Nanny Newspaper Advertisement:
Place yourself in the position of Jane and Michael Banks. Write your very own newspaper
advertisement to describe your very own ‘Perfect Nanny’ or rewrite the lyrics above to make
them personal to you. You may wish to complete this task individually or with a partner.
Once you are happy with your ‘Perfect Nanny’ advertisement attempt to perform this in a
drama scene using expression, movement and interaction with your partner. If you would like
feedback on your advertisement please email it to Miss Brown, Subject Leader Performing
Arts at sbrown@lordlawson.org.uk
Extension Task- Accents:
In September we will be working on performing vocal skills including accents. We will be
focusing on the extreme of two accents, the Cockney accent used by characters Bert and
Chimney Sweeps and the well-spoken (posh) accent used by characters Mary Poppins and Mr
Banks. Practice your accents over the summer holidays so you are confident to apply these
vocal skills in Performing Arts lessons.

Task 2: Music - Hedwig’s Theme
In Music we learn about different types of music, write our own music and learn to play music
using a variety of instruments including keyboards, ukuleles, tuned and untuned percussion
as well as djembe and cajon drums.
Listen to the first 40 seconds of this audio clip from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtHra9tFISY

Use these listening prompts to
help you explain what you
hear happening in the first 40
seconds of the audio clip.

Task:
Write a paragraph on what
the music sounds like using
these prompts as a guide.

Extension Task: now watch this clip on the celeste:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10B3e3k6CVs
Can you explain the differences between a celeste and a piano?
Can you see any similarities between a celeste and a piano?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

We hope you enjoyed these Transition Tasks Year 6, we are really looking forward to
meeting you in your Performing Arts and Music lessons in September.
If you have any questions you would like to ask before then please contact Miss Brown,
Subject Leader Performing Arts via email at sbrown@lordlawson.org.uk

Religious Education Transition Task

World Religions

Can you find the information to complete this sheet? Use this link to help
you. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z7hs34j

Design and Technology Transition Task
Food Technology
Welcome to food! When you come to Lord Lawson Academy you are going to
learn how to make a range of different dishes and use different pieces of
equipment in the kitchen. At the end of your food technology rotation you
should be able to:
• Understand the importance of food safety and
hygiene.
• Work safely in practical sessions (using good knife
skills).
• Make a range of good quality dishes.
You will do this through practical activities, homework, planning dishes at home
and an end of topic test that covers everything learned.
TASK 1: Spot the hazards
What is a hazard?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________
Circle the hazards in the picture below and say why it is a hazard?

TASK 2: Washing Up
Washing up correctly is very important. Nobody likes to go out to a restaurant
or meal and be given dirty cutlery and plates. If this happened, you would
complain about it! It is therefore very important that you remember this when
washing your dishes after a practical session. Look at the sentences below and
write them out in what you consider to be the correct order for washing
up. Do it in pencil first until you are sure:
•Stack clean, dry dishes on a clean surface
•Wash the cleanest dishes first and then the dirty dishes
•Remove any food trapped in the plughole
•Check for a clean towel and dish cloth
•Wipe down sink and clean the washing up bowl
•Fill washing up bowl with hot water and washing up liquid
•Empty the dirty water out of the bowl and sink
•Scrape any food scraps and put in the bin
•Put the clean dishes away in the correct storage area
•If necessary, change the washing up water
•Put any really dirty pans to soak
•Dry dishes thoroughly with a clean tea towel

Computing Transition Task

Image Representation
Summary Computers store drawings, photographs and other pictures using only numbers.
The following activity demonstrates one way they can do this (other ways also exist).

Computer screens are divided up into a grid of small dots called pixels (picture elements).
In a black and white picture, each pixel is either black or white.

The letter “a” has been magnified above to show the pixels. When a computer stores a
picture, all that it needs to store is which dots are black and which are white.

The picture above shows us how a picture can be represented by numbers. The first line
consists of one white pixel, then three black, then one white. Thus, the first line is
represented as 1, 3, 1.
The first number always relates to the number of white pixels. If the first pixel is black the
line will begin with a zero.

The first picture is the easiest and the last one is the most complex. Shade the boxes (pixels)
to create an image. You can do this electronically, or print and use a pencil to colour with
(have a rubber handy in case you make a mistake)
4,11
4,9,2,1
4,9,2,1
4,11
4,9
4,9
5,7
0,17
1,15
6,5,2,3
4,2,5,2,3,1
3,1,9,1,2,1
3,1,9,1,1,1
2,1,11,1
2,1,10,2
2,1,9,1,1,1
2,1,8,1,2,1
2,1,7,1,3,1
1,1,1,1,4,2,3,1
0,1,2,1,2,2,5,1
0,1,3,2,5,2
1,3,2,5
6,2,2,2
5,1,2,2,2,1
6,6
4,2,6,2
3,1,10,1
2,1,12,1
2,1,3,1,4,1,3,1
1,2,12,2
0,1,16,1
0,1,6,1,2,1,6,1
0,1,7,2,7,1
1,1,14,1
2,1,12,1
2,1,5,2,5,1
3,1,10,1
4,2,6,2
6,6

Now you know how numbers can be used to represent pictures, why not try making your
own coded picture for a friend. Draw out your picture in the grid below, then work out what
numbers are needed to represent the picture – you can then send the numbers to a friend
for them to recreate your picture.

Science Transition Tasks
CHEMISTRY: Changes of State
With all the hot sunny weather recently, many of
you will have suffered the problems of a melted
ice cream or ice lolly!
But why and how does this happen?
Firstly, we need to explore the three states of
matter: solid, liquid and gas. Each of these states
of matter can be represented as a particle model.
This shows the arrangement of the atoms using
circles.
TASK 1: Using the link below, draw the correct particle model for each
state of matter in the table and complete the information by filling in the
missing words. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2wmxnb/revision/2

Matter can change state if put under certain conditions.

Solid
Liquid
Gas

TASK 2: Can you find a description for each of these processes? Complete
the table below.

TASK 3: Describe how an ice lolly turns to liquid and how it can be made
back into an ice lolly again.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

PHYSICS: Space
You may have seen the recent
SpaceX launch on TV where
for the first time for many
years) two astronauts were
sent into space from America.

If you haven’t seen it, watch it using the link below!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpnCSpoO7n4
As mentioned in the video clip, there have been many NASA missions into space
– one of the most famous group of missions were the Apollo lunar missions. The
aim of these missions was to land man on the Moon and bring them safely back
to Earth.
TASK 1: Find the launch date for each of the Apollo missions in the table below.
Mission
Apollo 8
Apollo 10
Apollo 11
Apollo 12
Apollo 13
Apollo 14
Apollo 15
Apollo 16
Apollo 17

Date Launched

Weight is in fact not measured in grams or kilograms. Weight is actually the
gravitational force between an object and the earth and is measured in
newtons (N). Mass is what is measured in grams or kilograms.
SCIENCE FACT: We should be saying “my mass is ___kg” NOT “my weight
is ___kg”
You can calculate an objects weight using the following mathematical equation:
WEIGHT (N) = MASS (KG) X GRAVITATIONAL STRENGTH (G)
An objects weight on different planets will be very different. This because the
amount of gravity on each planet is different.
TASK 2: Bob is an astronaut who is travelling to the different planets in
our Solar System. When Bob arrives at each planet, his weight is
different.
Bob has a mass of 50kg. Using the equation above and the information in
table below to calculate Bob’s weight on each planet.
Planet

Gravitational
Field
Strength

Mercury

Venus

4

9

Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus

10

3

26

a) Bob’s weight on Mercury would be _________N
b) Bob’s weight on Venus would be _________N
c) Bob’s weight on Earth would be _________N
d) Bob’s weight on Mars would be _________N
e) Bob’s weight on Jupiter would be _________N
f) Bob’s weight on Saturn would be _________N
g) Bob’s weight on Neptune would be _________N
h) Bob’s weight on Uranus would be _________N

11

15

Neptune

12

History Transition Tasks
Medieval Mystery
Welcome to the wonderful subject of History! You may have looked at events
that happened in the past in Primary school but from now you get to study
History every week! History is not just about Kings and Queens and dates it’s
about real people and the lives they led. The best thing about History is that we
often have to piece together lots of information from the past a bit like a
detective to find out the whole story and sometimes we don’t have all of the
answers. Your task is to investigate a Medieval mystery and uncover the truth
behind an unsolved case.
Before you can tackle the mystery, we need you to practice some of your
history skills.

Medieval Mystery

VICTIM A

Windsor: Castle and Town

Windsor started out as a small settlement atop the steep hill overlooking the river Thames.
Homes were made out of wood and small parts of metal, but everyone who lived there were
mostly farming peasants who lived difficult lives.
This stayed the same until in the 1070s William the Conqueror and the Normans built the
beautifully famous Windsor castle – but out of wood, as a motte and bailey castle. In 1086 the
stone castle was completed, and the household was opened up with hundreds of peasants
coming from several miles around to work in the household.
Luckily for anyone living in the town that started to build up around the castle, it was known as a
‘free borough’, so no one had to pay any taxes to the castle to live in the area. Because of this,
hundreds of peasants and beggars moved there, with tiny unhygienic homes being built very
close together. Despite this, by 1322 Windsor was one of the wealthiest places in England, but
because royalty lived there, there could be problems with the peasants and possible invaders to
the country.
Windsor is surrounded by lots of green fields, with the large river running through it. Now there is
the M4 motorway passing by it, but in the Medieval Times this was the main dirt road that went to
London. It went through a lot of dark, thick woods

Possible Cause of Death?
Disease
The Black Death was one of the most feared diseases in the 14 th century.
It was a type of plague that was spread via the bite of infected rat fleas.
This outbreak of the Black Death originally started in the 1200s in central Asia before
sweeping Europe in 1348 – 1350.
The Black Death was deadly and highly contagious which means that it spread from
person to person. Medieval England was overcrowded with cramped and dirty conditions
which allowed the disease spread very quickly through towns and villages.
At the time, the farmers were not producing lots of food because of bad harvests and
this meant that people were starving. This made it harder to fight off the disease.
The name Black Death came from the swollen buboes (glands) in the victim’s neck, armpits
and inner thigh, that turned black when they filled with blood. Victims would also
experience a headache, chills, vomiting and black spots all over the body.
Victims often died within 12 hours of contracting the disease as no cure was ever found.
People tries bizarre things like rubbing a live frog over the victim’s body but it did not
work.
It is estimated to have killed half of the population of Europe.

Possible Cause of Death?
War or Revolt
Life during the Medieval Times was very difficult – Kings struggled to keep control
of their power by waging war with other Kings and countries or even with rivals
within their own countries.
The Peasants' Revolt of 1381 was one of a number of revolts in late medieval
Europe and is a major event in the history of England. Wat Tyler's (the leader of
the peasants) rebellion was the most extreme and widespread revolt in English
history.
The revolt came about because the peasants grew angry that the wealthy of
England treated them like slaves – they aimed to bring this to an end.
Peasants from all over England got together in meetings and met with local nobles
and knights, all of whom grew angry at the way their workers were going against
them. Many were murdered, including all the leaders.

Throughout the 1300s there were also seven different wars waged across England,
including the Hundred Years War (which literally lasted for more than 100 years)
and involved thousands of English peasants who were forced to go and fight in many
battles spread around the country.
War was a dangerous thing in the Medieval Times as the peasants would not have
had any armour or shields as metal was too precious, and instead would have had
sticks, axes and maybe a sword if they were lucky.
They would have died easily on the battlefield from even the tiniest of wounds, and
then buried haphazardly as there would have been thousands to bury. Many of
these battles would have taken place in the fields outside towns, as the invaders
would want to capture the towns with castles.

Report on Victim A
Please complete the report below on how you think Victim A died during the
Medieval Times. Each member of the investigation team must complete a report
each and return it to your teacher so that it can be send to History Detectives
UK headquarters.
Detective name: _______________________

1. Where was Victim A found?
__________________________________________________

2. What was the name of the place that Victim A was found?
__________________________________________________

3. Who found Victim A?
____________________________________________________

4. Was Victim A a man or a woman?
____________________________________________________

5. How old was Victim A?

6. What is special about the town of Windsor?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

7. What were the symptoms of the Black Death?

____________________________________________________
8. What was one punishment they used on criminals?
____________________________________________________
9. What year was the Peasant’s Revolt? __________________
10. Why was war dangerous for peasants?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

11. What do you think was the cause of Victim A’s death?

12. Why do you think that Victim A died that way? What evidence do you
have?
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
____________________________________
13. Can you rule out any of the other theories? Why?

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

